
Students are more influenced by their teachers than by their 
friends. (use reasons and examples) agree/disagree

As we know in the student period, we have some major steps 
of cognitive evolution. In mind’s maturation processing a 
teacher could play a central role as parents do. Because of the 
deficit in advanced levels of thinking, in the first step, the role 
of imitation would be crucial. students are constructing the 
infrastructure of their desires, favorites, moralities and social 
interaction modality by replicating the behavior of authority 
sources (like parents and teachers). For example, for a 7 years 
old boy, pouncing on people is good because his father kicks 
others or learning knowledge is good because his teacher has a 
good level of knowledge; So the student embodies himself in 
the future as a person in a biology lab who is looking into the 
microscope and is composing some material. Maybe he tends 
to be a geneticistmathematician or biologist. 

In the next step parents and teachers can orient a student’s 
behavior by using reinforcements. The student eagerly treats sb 
nicely because his teacher applause applauds him more for it or 
the insulting is bad just because his mother punished him when 
he insulted his friend. 

some years later, he will obtain high performance neural 
cognitive computing. he should consult with an expert adviser 



who knows about his personality and interests to purposely 
dedicate his time for developing his skills. A secure teacher in 
this stage could be vital. /affect,n =  عاطفھ

Indeed, if we look accurately friends along brothers or sisters 
can profoundly affect a student’s life a lot but absolutely it’s 
not as much as parents or teachers do;

Eventually we can conclude that home and school are the most 
important organs in primary years and parents accompanied  
and teachers jointly have a huge impact on our monumental 
life’s events.


